This article \[*Neurophotonics* **5**, 045005 (2018) doi: [10.1117/1.NPh.5.4.045005](10.1117/1.NPh.5.4.045005)\] was originally published online on 13 November 2018 with an error in the Disclosures section, where information regarding potential conflicts of interest was reported incompletely.

Original:

The authors hold patents on the DCS technology. MAF has a financial interest in 149 Medical, Inc., a company developing DCS technology for assessing and monitoring cerebral blood flow in newborn infants. MAF's interests were reviewed and are managed by Massachusetts General Hospital and Partners HealthCare in accordance with their conflict of interest policies.

Corrected:

MAF and DAB have financial interest in 149 Medical, Inc., a company developing DCS technology for assessing and monitoring cerebral blood flow in newborn infants, and in Dynometrics, Inc., a company that makes devices that use NIRS technology for athletes to evaluate muscle performance. MAF and DAB interests were reviewed and are managed by Massachusetts General Hospital and Partners HealthCare in accordance with their conflict of interest policies.

This article was corrected online on 11 February 2020.
